Critical Control Energy Services Corp.

CRITICAL CONTROL ANNOUNCES PROMONITOR SOFTWARE UPGRADE
CALGARY, ALBERTA, August 6, 2015 – Critical Control Energy Services Corp. (“Critical Control” or “the Corporation”)
(TSX: CCZ) announced the release of a new version of its ProMonitor software containing numerous improvements,
enhancements and new functionality. New functionality includes a real-time reporting module, providing critical
warnings on risks of failure in pipelines and a customizable risk calculator, allowing clients to modify factors and
weightings in the pipeline risk calculation to provide intelligence on the factors most important to the client. The
result is a faster, more customizable and more accurate method of managing a pipeline integrity program to reduce
risks which in turn reduces probability of compliance issues and losses.
The new ProMonitor also improves management of change workflows, making it easier for customers to track,
manage, and revise their measurement drawings and remain compliant with government regulations. Native
integration of public registry data also strengthens the software’s capabilities to alert customers when changes to
their schematics are required.
“We are pleased to deliver a solid enhancement to an already industry leading product,” said Alykhan Mamdani,
President & CEO of Critical Control. “Client acceptance of ProMonitor is a testament to our investment in research
and development which is fundamental to our future growth.”
ProMonitor is delivered over the cloud and the ProMonitor upgrade is now available to all current ProMonitor
subscribers at no extra charge. ProMonitor is subscribed to in modules and each client can choose to increase their
subscriptions to include additional modules.
About Critical Control
Critical Control provides solutions for the collection, control and analysis of measurement and operational data
related to oil and gas wells across North America. We provide services to capture the data, cloud-based software to
visualize and manage it and the business intelligence to make quicker and more informed operational decisions.
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